$2.2M in NASA grants set to establish OSU as a leader in two areas of research

OSU introduces the first Mechatronics and Robotics program in the state
SME announces Sunderesh Heragu as 2022 College Fellow

James West received IEEE Electromagnetic Compatibility Society Technical Achievement Award

Aerospace engineering graduate receives regional SGT award

OSU-OKC and OSU-Stillwater students help develop tiny homes
CEAT hosts IRCC course for the first time

Oklahoma State University partners on aerospace innovation center

OSU STEM camp gives kids hands-on experience with robotics and coding

CIVE Senior Design project receives NCEES award
OSU STARS in CEAT

Each month, OSU’s Staff Advisory Council recognizes OSU’s STARS. The STARS award is given to recognize OSU staff members who make a difference.

If you know someone you think is a STAR for the work they do, you can nominate them here!
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